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Abstract. One of the main requirements that a fall-arrest system has to meet is that it
must be capable of automatically stopping a fall from a height, immediately after it is first
sensed. Typically, the ability of a product to perform this function is assessed by using
test methods in standards, which seek to simulate a fall by the action of releasing a test
weight or quasi-human shaped weight instead of using a real person. The presentation
will report on various research and testing projects where unexpected test failures or
incidents occurred. It will discuss the limited usefulness of test methods in technical
standards and so will be of particular relevance to those who have a technical interest in
the subject, and who are interested in the development of products and test methods in
order to offer improved protection for workers.
The presentation will include slow-motion playback of high speed video and will cover
issues including: (i) falling in a harness and the issues of strap migration; (ii) falling
whilst connected to a SRL with the lifeline at an angle or at the near-fully extracted
position; (iii) falling from a vertical or slightly inclined ladder whilst connected to a track
or lifeline system; (iv) falling whilst connected to a climb-assist product; (v) how
different user weight can affect fall-arrest performance.
Keywords: fall-arrest systems; testing; fall simulations; standards; harnesses; selfretracting lifelines; ladder systems; climb-assist; worker weight.

INTRODUCTION
One of the main requirements that a fall-arrest system (FAS) has to meet is that it must be
capable of automatically stopping a fall from a height, immediately after it is first sensed.
Typically, the ability of a product to perform this function is assessed by using drop-test methods
in standards, which seek to simulate a fall by the action of releasing a test weight or quasi-human
shaped weight in place of a real person, Fig. 1. Test weight displacement and arresting force is
measured in order to assess FAS performance.

FIG. 1. Diagram of typical drop-test on FAS and graphical record of force-time history
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SO.......WHY DO WE TEST?
We conduct testing:
• To make sure the product meets regulations and standards
• To make sure the product works as intended – verifying design, function,
performance and claims
• To make sure the product is as easy to use and as safe as we can make it – so
when a person falls they will be saved
• Because we don’t want to accept something that is faulty !!
STANDARDS
Typically, FAS are assessed by using test methods in standards. Standards facilitate
marketing of products and provide a common means to enable manufacturers to meet their
obligations. They also inform potential purchasers and users as to what level of specification
their intended purchase meets and whether legislation is complied with.
Standards are usually very difficult to write. They are written by committees consisting of
interested parties which often have conflicting aspirations. The comprehensiveness of a standard
depends upon the committee and so the content may be limited by political factors and levels of
technical experience.
Limiting the scope of a standard and omitting difficult or complex technical concepts can
resolve disagreements in committees, but resulting test methods may not be representative of
actual conditions of use.
Consequently test methods in standards may have limited usefulness, as confirmed in British
Standard BS 8437 (a FAS selection, use and maintenance standard):
“It is essential not to use CE marking as the sole criterion for purchasing equipment. It is
often thought that the CE mark means that the equipment will be suitable for the particular task
for which it is being purchased. This is not necessarily the case, as testing specified in the
relevant European standard is often limited to checking the most important parameters under
laboratory conditions and therefore might not cover the specific circumstances of use”.
The remainder of the paper reviews five topics highlighted by incidents and issues that have
arisen from various research and testing projects. These are related to limitations or omissions in
standards. The paper also discusses the need to address these issues to improve protection for
workers, and whether or not solutions can be put into standards.
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TOPIC 1: HARNESS STRAPS MOVING OUT OF POSITION AND PRESSURISING NECK
AND THROAT AREAS
Harness straps can stretch too much as a result of poor design or material selection, which
can lead to straps moving into threatening positions. In some cases the front chest strap or
shoulder strap can rise to such an extent that it garrottes the throat, see Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Examples of harness straps garrotting the throat of a test dummy

In a similar manner, poor design can lead to sliding of the plastic strap junction plate,
commonly found on the back of harnesses. This is effectively an adjusting buckle for setting the
position of the dorsal attachment point, and once set it should not move, especially under the
action of arresting loads. If permitted to slide, it can cause the back shoulder straps to rise in a
scissor action against the side of the neck, Fig. 3.
EN 361, the European standard which covers the testing of fall-arrest harnesses, has a
requirement in it which says: "Straps shall not migrate from position and shall not loosen by
themselves". However the statement is very ambiguous and the standard does not contain test
methods and criteria for the assessment of this requirement. Noticeably the test dummy used in
the testing does not have a head or limbs and is incapable of articulation.
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FIG. 3. Examples of strap junction plate slide, forcing shoulder straps against neck of a test dummy

TOPIC 2: SELF-RETRACTING LIFELINES / RETRACTABLE ARRESTERS WITH
LIFELINE AT ANGLE TO VERTICAL AND/OR AT NEAR FULLY-EXTRACTED
POSITION
The left hand view in Fig. 4 shows a typical scenario of work using a self-retracting lifeline
(SRL). The housings of the SRLs are installed in the roof and are depicted within the red circles.
The lifelines, depicted by black lines, are shown running from the housings to each of the
worker's harnesses. As can be seen from Fig. 4, a significant amount of lifeline has been
extracted from the housing, and it is at an angle to the vertical. This angle, often known as the
cone angle, is permitted in manufacturers' instructions for use, providing a maximum is not
exceeded, see right hand view of Fig. 4.
The issue with this type of use is that EN 360, the European standard which covers SRLs,
has no performance tests to assess fall-arrest performance when the lifeline is at any position
except fully extracted. Neither does it have performance tests to assess fall-arrest performance
when the lifeline is at any inclined position within the maximum cone angle. Consequently
performance with the lifelines in these orientations can remain unknown.
ISO 10333-3 does have a near-fully extracted lifeline test as does Annex A of the draft 791
research report1.

1

A draft research report which contains improved fall-arrest test methods
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FIG. 4. Example of SRL use with lifeline at an angle to vertical and with a significant amount of lifeline extraction

As part of a research project some experimental testing was carried out on SRLs in order to
see how they responded with the lifelines in the orientations as described above. The results with
the lifeline in the vertical and at the near-fully extracted position are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1. TEST RESULTS OF SRLS WITH LIFELINE IN THE VERTICAL AND AT THE NEAR FULLY
EXTRACTED POSITION (FULLY EXTRACTED MINUS 250 MM)

Test No

FANC (kN)

FMASS (kN)

LEXT (mm)

14

9.97

9.82

arrester did not lock-on

15

5.57

5.74

arrester did not lock-on

Notes:
100 kg test mass used as test surrogate with no free fall imparted in test
FANC
= arrest force at anchor
= arrest force at 100 kg mass
FMASS
LEXT
= amount of lifeline extraction during arrest
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In both these tests the lifeline became fully unwound from the reel before the lock-on speed
could be reached. Consequently neither arrester locked-on, and the test mass was abruptly
stopped solely by the joint between reel and lifeline, resulting in an excessive arrest force. The
arresters could not sense the fall.
In a second series of tests SRLs were tested with the lifeline at the near-fully extracted
position and at the maximum cone angle position, Fig. 5. The results are shown in Table 2.
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FIG. 5. Test configuration with lifeline at an angle to vertical and with a significant amount of lifeline extraction
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TABLE 2. TEST RESULTS OF SRLS WITH LIFELINE AT THE NEAR FULLY EXTRACTED POSITION
(FULLY EXTRACTED MINUS 250 MM) AND AT MAXIMUM CONE ANGLE

Test No

FANC (kN)

FMASS (kN)

LEXT (mm)

18

8.60

7.92

arrester did not lock-on

19

8.98

9.00

arrester did not lock-on

Notes:
100 kg test mass used as test surrogate with no free fall imparted in test
= arrest force at anchor
FANC
FMASS
= arrest force at 100 kg mass
LEXT
= amount of lifeline extraction during arrest

Again in both these tests the lifeline became fully unwound from the reel before the lock-on
speed could be reached. Consequently neither arrester locked-on, and the test mass was abruptly
stopped solely by the joint between reel and lifeline, resulting in an excessive arrest force. The
arresters could not sense the fall.

TOPIC 3: LADDER FALL-ARREST SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
In 1982 the British Telecommunications company started a test programme to examine how
fall-arrest systems performed on ladders. They had concerns over the current standard of the
time, BS 5062:1973, which simulated a falling person by using a 136 kg steel weight. They
wanted to see what happened in “man-fall” conditions, so they tested using a human-like test
dummy. Some of the results were alarming2, and this led to the adoption of test methods to
simulate the fall away from a ladder using a human-like test dummy in the revision of BS 5062
(1985). These results were confirmed in similar research (HSE Research Report 258) in 2004.
The issue (Fig. 6) is that the human body tends to fall outwards and away from the ladder
before it starts falling downward, whereas a test mass can only fall downward. This outward
motion applies tension to the connection between the arrester and harness, and prevents the
locking lever of the arrester from engaging the rail. When the fall motion becomes more
downward, the tension in the connection decays, which allows the locking lever to engage the
rail. The test dummy is then swung into the rail when the arrester is fully locked onto the rail. In
some cases the design of the locking lever cannot sense the motion of the fall and this results in
either a fall to the ground or a much longer fall than expected, due to a delay in the fall being
sensed. This inability cannot be detected in standards testing, which releases a test mass to fall
solely in the vertical plane.

2

high speed video playback shown during presentation
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Fig. 6. Upper view - falling away from ladder and applying tension to connection between arrester and harness preventing
locking lever from engaging rail;
Fig. 6 lower view - fall motion becomes more downward, tension in connection decays allowing locking lever to engage rail
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As a result of this issue and after a related fatal accident, the European Commission
withdrew the "presumption of conformity" from EN 353-1, the European standard which covers
this type of equipment. This meant that EN 353-1 could no longer be used to certify products.
This was a situation which demonstrated that accidents can be caused by defective standards.
In the UK a series of tests were developed from the old BS 5062 standard as an interim
measure, to assess whether products could stop a human being from falling from a ladder. These
are the Draft RR 791 Annex "C" fall-back tests, which involve the release of 2 sizes of humanlike test dummies from 4 different postures (Fig. 7). Another form of test has been developed by
France and Germany which still use test masses, but a horizontal tension is applied to the mass
before release. This is documented in the VG11 (committee of test laboratories) recommendation
for use sheet 11.073.

Fall-back

Crouch-back

Climb

Feet-first

FIG. 7. Draft RR 791 Annex C "fall-back" tests using 2 sizes of test dummy from 4 different release postures
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TOPIC 4: POWER-ASSISTED CLIMBING DEVICES
Some products have used counterweights in the past to give a mechanical advantage when
climbing a ladder - reducing the amount of effort needed to ascend. Lately a number of products
have been developed which use electronically-controlled electric motors to provide the power,
instead of counterweights. These are termed "power-assisted climbing systems" or the
contraction "climb-assist" systems.
Some climb-assist systems have integral fall-arrest mechanisms, whereas some are used in
conjunction with a separate fall-arrest system.
There are two main areas of concern: (i) the absence of standards which cover this kind of
equipment and (ii) potential interference between the operation of fall-arrest and climb-assist
systems. Consequently compatibility tests have been developed to detect potential interference
using the Annex C tests as described in Topic 3, above, see also Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. Compatibility tests for climb-assist products with separate fall-arrest system using human-like test dummy
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TOPIC 5: USER WEIGHT AND AFFECT ON FALL-ARREST PERFORMANCE
As a result of published research3, issues have been raised about fall-arrest performance of
products with workers of a mass less than and more than the standard 100 kg. The main concerns
are to what extent: (i) arrest distances increase for heavier people and (ii) deceleration levels
increase for lighter people. In order to explore issue (i) drop-tests were performed on some SRLs
with 50 kg, 100 kg and 150 kg test masses. No free-fall was imparted in the tests. In each case
the lifeline was extracted vertically downwards by 3.0 m at which point the test mass was
released. Forces were measured at the anchor point and test mass. Results are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3. DROP-TEST RESULTS OF SRLS WITH LIFELINE AT 3.0 M VERTICAL EXTRACTION USING
50, 100 AND 150 KG TEST MASSES

TEST

TEST MASS (KG)

FANC (KN)

FMASS (KN)

LEXT (MM)

8

50

2.96

2.80

790

9

100

3.90

2.60

1490

10

150

3.10

2.64

MASS NOT ARRESTED
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50

2.85

2.76

390

12

100

3.18

3.16

450

13

150

3.26

3.21

900

Notes:
FANC
FMASS
LEXT

= arrest force at anchor
= arrest force at 100 kg mass
= amount of lifeline extraction during arrest

3

Crawford, H. "Survivable impact forces on human body constrained by full body harness" HSL/2003/09 and
Haines et al. (Loughborough University). "Revision of body size criteria in standards - protecting people who work at height"
HSE RR 342
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It can be seen that as test mass increases, arrest force tends to remain fairly constant, which
is probably a result of typical SRL friction disk-brake design. The arrest distance increased, i.e.
the brakes have to work harder and longer to dissipate the increased levels of energy associated
with larger masses, when arrest force remains constant. In one case the test mass was not
arrested, i.e. the lifeline continued to unwind until the stop between the drum and lifeline was
reached. This shows that it is necessary to test the product at the maximum rated user mass as
claimed by the manufacturer.
In order to explore issue (ii) drop-tests were performed on some ladder-mounted vertical rail
and arrester systems with 70 kg, 100 kg and 140 kg test masses. In each case the test mass was
released above the device to the extent as limited by the length of connection. Force and
deceleration were measured at the test mass. Note that deceleration was measured, not
calculated. Results are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4. DROP-TEST RESULTS OF LADDER-MOUNTED VERTICAL RAIL AND ARRESTER SYSTEMS
WITH 70, 100 AND 140 KG TEST MASSES

DISPLACEMENTS (MM)
TEST
NO.

TEST
MASS
(KG)

ARRESTER

MASS

MAX.
ARREST
FORCE (KN)

ENERGY
ABSORBER

MAX.
DECELERATION
MEASURED (G)

RESULT

1

70

31

333

76

3.65

6.70

SLIGHTLY HIGH
DECELERATION
BUT
ACCEPTABLE.
TEST
SATISFACTORY.

2

100

98

485

149

3.88

4.77

TEST
SATISFACTORY.

3.67

SLIGHTLY HIGH
ARREST FORCE
BUT
ACCEPTABLE.
TEST
SATISFACTORY.

3

140

38

535

270 (FULLY
TORN OUT)
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6.21

It can be seen that as test mass increases, arrest force tends to remain fairly constant, which
is probably due to the tear-ply design of the energy-absorber. This at first sight appears not to be
corroborated by the level of arrest force in the 140 kg mass test. However in this case there was
insufficient capacity built into the energy-absorber, with the result that energy-absorber was fully
exhausted before the energy imparted in the drop-test could be defrayed, resulting in a larger
magnitude of maximum arrest force than normal.
This again shows that it is necessary to test the product at the maximum rated user mass as
claimed by the manufacturer - in this case the test showed that the energy-absorber was not of
sufficient capacity.
Also the arrest distance increased, as test mass increased, i.e. energy-absorbers have to work
harder and longer to dissipate the increased levels of energy associated with larger masses, when
arrest force remains constant.
Of chief interest is that maximum deceleration increased as size of test mass decreased.
Given that the maximum permitted arrest force in European standards is 6 kN on a test mass of
100 kg, the maximum permitted deceleration is 6000 ÷ 100 = 60 m/s² = 6.12g. Anything
significantly above this may be damaging to a human's internal organs.
Some standards are beginning to recognise the need to assess maximum and minimum user
mass, but arresting criteria remain the same for the 100 kg test mass case, which is not
satisfactory. Arrest deceleration may be a new criterion that has to be introduced for lighter
people, particularly for fall-arrest systems based on energy-absorbing lanyards.
It has been suggested in some circles that products could be made for different weight
groups or could be adjustable. However some time ago a French SRL had a mechanism which
could be adjusted according to user mass, and which modified performance in a fall-arrest
situation, (similar to modern day aircraft ejection seats). Unfortunately there was an accident
when someone made the wrong setting and suffered a fall.
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SOME THOUGHTS IN CONCLUSION:


Fall-arrest products have to be well designed, but so do test methods



Nobody particularly likes complicated test methods, but simple test methods, although
relatively easy to set up, may not accurately represent the fall conditions in practice and
may omit factors which can compromise safety



Fall-arrest products must be able to work properly in the conditions in which they will be
used, and test methods must anticipate and cover the relevant factors whether fidelity of
loading & direction, workplace geometry, environmental, endurance or operational



Test methods must be able to assess manufacturer’s claims



Test methods must be able to give us a high degree of confidence that an approved fallarrest product will perform acceptably in the workplace



Standards are highly essential in the market place, but may have limited usefulness in
terms of what test methods cover and do not cover.
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